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So, where to begin, where to begin......(obviously apart from welcoming you to Volume 3 
Issue 4 of the treesponsibility newsletter)...... 
 
Oh go on then, I am going to have a good old moan!  Regular readers of the newsletter will 
remember that this is also how I began the last issue,  so I am going to advance two theories 
about what is going on:-   

a) I am getting increasingly grumpy in my declining years, OR 
b) Things are bloody difficult!  One of our funders does not pay us for months and 

months which causes us huge cash flow problems!  We keep getting sites ruled out 
for various reasons, and land we hoped to plant was given to contractors!  We have 
lost our base up above Horsehold!  Aieee! 

 
Fortunately we have managed to troubleshoot most of the problems which came barrelling 
in to us over the summer.  Once again we owe a particular thank you to Neil, whose short-
term loan has kept us going until our invoices to funders have started to get paid.  We have 
found new sites (although unfortunately three sizeable sites are outside Calderdale), and we 
have (just) enough land within Calderdale to deliver our schools programme, plus four 
planting weekends and some planting days for other local volunteers.  We are grateful to 
people who allowed us to store planting equipment on their land, after our polytunnel was 
taken down (see opposite), although we still have not found a covered space near Hebden to 
store newspaper or make up the mulch mats.    
 
All the above does make me do a hollow laugh when people talk about tree-planting being 
an easy solution to climate change or a quick win.  The middle pages of the newsletter are a 
guardian report of a study conducted by Bastin et al in July this year. This rightly 
demonstrates that tree-planting is a very important element of any climate change strategy 
BUT it has obviously been written by someone with absolutely no idea of the practicalities 
involved. 
 
One of Treesponsibility's main projects this year (and next) will be a training programme to 
help set up new tree-planting groups in areas where there are currently no organisations 
doing this.  We think that the best way to increase tree-planting capacity nationally is to get 
more people doing it, but this involves a lot of background work – finding sites, drawing up 
planting plans, getting money in, and more.  When we started out in 1998 we were very 
much helped by Calderdale Council's Million Trees Project, and it is now our turn to mentor 
new groups in the same way and help to foster a culture of reforestation across the country.  
There will be 4 weekend trainings, with hostel accommodation (see diary dates back page). 
If you are interested in coming please get in contact a.s.a.p.  I am also looking for 
some-one who can volunteer to FILM the trainings so that we can put clips on You 
Tube. 
 
Finally, this would not be an Autumn treesponsibility 
newsletter without a shout-out for the Gathering, which takes 
place on 22nd-24th November (details back page).  On the 
second day of the gathering we will be planting trees in 
memory of our good friend Dave Brooks who sadly died this 
year.. 
 
See you all soon. 
Dongria 

Alas, our polytunnel was dismantled by the 
new landowner (with no advance notice), so 
treesponsibility no longer has a base.  It is all very 
sad.

As usual, lovely people in the valley have stepped 
in to help – we are grateful to Peter Tillotson, who 
allowed us to leave planting materials at Knott 
Wood, and also to Chris Bingham from the Craggs 
Country Business Park who has given us space to 
heel in our trees – see Picture opposite, of Jim and 
Christina sorting out the most recent tree order.

We are currently storing our newspapers and 
mulch mats in the LDV, which is acting as a shed, 
with overspill in the front room of my house (see 
picture),  so we are still desparately in need of dry 
covered storage space with a bit of room to make 
up mulch packs.  Any offers?



Meanwhile  Walshaw Moor Estates continue to mismanage their land, digging out ditches and installing 
new grouse butts,

It was incredibly frustrating to hear Amanda Anderson (the PR person for the Moorland Association) on 
the Today programme saying that grouse moor owners are blocking ditches not digging them out when we 
have photographic evidence of new digger work clearing grips (this winter).  

Significant heather burning on the estate also took place in March.  Grrr!!

Every Natural Flood Management group is secretly waiting for a flooding near miss event to see how their 
interventions perform in heavy rainfall, and treesponsibility is no different.

Our “event” happened just a week after the treesponsibility 21st birthday celebrations last March,  and we 
were delighted that our monitoring cameras captured footage of our leaky dams and other interventions 
holding back significant amounts of rainfall.  

In Hebden Bridge flooding was avoided by a whisker, and it is possible that our interventions, and the work 
of Slow the Flow Calderdale could have made the difference.

Attenuation at Crimsworth Dean

Timber Leaky Dam at Inchfield Pasture

Woody Debris Dams in Gorpley Clough

Living Willow at Rock Nook



Tree planting 'has mind-blowing potential' to tackle climate crisis 
Research shows a trillion trees could be planted to capture huge amount of carbon dioxide 

 
From the Guardian, 4th July, 1219 
 
Planting billions of trees across the world is by far the biggest and cheapest way to tackle the 
climate crisis, according to scientists, who have made the first calculation of how many more trees 
could be planted without encroaching on crop land or urban areas. 
As trees grow, they absorb and store the carbon dioxide emissions that are driving global heating. 
New research estimates that a worldwide planting programme could remove two-thirds of all the 
emissions that have been pumped into the atmosphere by human activities, a figure the scientists 
describe as “mind-blowing”. 
The analysis found there are 1.7bn hectares of treeless land on which 1.2tn native tree saplings 
would naturally grow. That area is about 11% of all land and equivalent to the size of the US and 
China combined. Tropical areas could have 100% tree cover, while others would be more sparsely 
covered, meaning that on average about half the area would be under tree canopy. 
The scientists specifically excluded all fields used to grow crops and urban areas from their 
analysis. But they did include grazing land, on which the researchers say a few trees can also 
benefit sheep and cattle. 
“This new quantitative evaluation shows [forest] restoration isn’t just one of our climate change 
solutions, it is overwhelmingly the top one,” said Prof Tom Crowther at the Swiss university ETH 
Zürich, who led the research. “What blows my mind is the scale. I thought restoration would be in 
the top 10, but it is overwhelmingly more powerful than all of the other climate change solutions 
proposed.” 
Crowther emphasised that it remains vital to reverse the current trends of rising greenhouse gas 
emissions from fossil fuel burning and forest destruction, and bring them down to zero. He said this 
is needed to stop the climate crisis becoming even worse and because the forest restoration 
envisaged would take 50-100 years to have its full effect of removing 200bn tonnes of carbon. 
But tree planting is “a climate change solution that doesn’t require President Trump to immediately 
start believing in climate change, or scientists to come up with technological solutions to draw 
carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere”, Crowther said. “It is available now, it is the cheapest one 
possible and every one of us can get involved.” Individuals could make a tangible impact by 
growing trees themselves, donating to forest restoration organisations and avoiding irresponsible 
companies, he added. 
Other scientists agree that carbon will need to be removed from the atmosphere to avoid 
catastrophic climate impacts and have warned that technological solutions will not work on the vast 
scale needed. 
Jean-François Bastin, also at ETH Zürich, said action was urgently required: “Governments must 
now factor [tree restoration] into their national strategies.” 
Christiana Figueres, former UN climate chief and founder of the Global Optimism group, said: 
“Finally we have an authoritative assessment of how much land we can and should cover with trees 
without impinging on food production or living areas. This is hugely important blueprint for 
governments and private sector.” 
René Castro, assistant-director general at the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, said: “We now 
have definitive evidence of the potential land area for re-growing forests, where they could exist 
and how much carbon they could store.” 



 
 
The study, published in the journal Science, determines the potential for tree planting but does not 
address how a global tree planting programme would be paid for and delivered. 
Crowther said: “The most effective projects are doing restoration for 30 US cents a tree. That means 
we could restore the 1tn trees for $300bn [£240bn], though obviously that means immense 
efficiency and effectiveness. But it is by far the cheapest solution that has ever been proposed.” He 
said financial incentives to land owners for tree planting are the only way he sees it happening, but 
he thinks $300bn would be within reach of a coalition of billionaire philanthropists and the public. 
Effective tree-planting could take place across the world, Crowther said: “The potential is literally 
everywhere – the entire globe. In terms of carbon capture, you get by far your biggest bang for your 
buck in the tropics [where canopy cover is 100%] but every one of us can get involved.” The 
world’s six biggest nations, Russia, Canada, China, the US, Brazil and Australia, contain half the 
potential restoration sites. 
Tree planting initiatives already exist, including the Bonn Challenge, backed by 48 nations, aimed 
at restoring 350m hectares of forest by 2030. But the study shows that many of these countries have 
committed to restore less than half the area that could support new forests. “This is a new 
opportunity for those countries to get it right,” said Crowther. “Personally, Brazil would be my 
dream hotspot to get it right – that would be spectacular.” 
The research is based on the measurement of the tree cover by hundreds of people in 80,000 high-
resolution satellite images from Google Earth. Artificial intelligence computing then combined this 
data with 10 key soil, topography and climate factors to create a global map of where trees could 
grow. 
This showed that about two-thirds of all land – 8.7bn ha – could support forest, and that 5.5bn ha 
already has trees. Of the 3.2bn ha of treeless land, 1.5bn ha is used for growing food, leaving 1.7bn 
of potential forest land in areas that were previously degraded or sparsely vegetated. 

“This research is excellent,” said Joseph Poore, an environmental researcher at the Queen’s College, 
University of Oxford. “It presents an ambitious but essential vision for climate and biodiversity.” 
But he said many of the reforestation areas identified are currently grazed by livestock including, 
for example, large parts of Ireland. 
“Without freeing up the billions of hectares we use to produce meat and milk, this ambition is not 
realisable,” he said. Crowther said his work predicted just two to three trees per field for most 
pasture: “Restoring trees at [low] density is not mutually exclusive with grazing. In fact many 
studies suggest sheep and cattle do better if there are a few trees in the field.” 
Crowther also said the potential to grow trees alongside crops such as coffee, cocoa and berries – 
called agro-forestry – had not been included in the calculation of tree restoration potential, and 
neither had hedgerows: “Our estimate of 0.9bn hectares [of canopy cover] is reasonably 
conservative.” 
However, some scientists said the estimated amount of carbon that mass tree planting could suck 
from the air was too high. Prof Simon Lewis, at University College London, said the carbon already 
in the land before tree planting was not accounted for and that it takes hundreds of years to achieve 
maximum storage. He pointed to a scenario from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
1.5C report of 57bn tonnes of carbon sequestered by new forests this century. 
Other scientists said avoiding monoculture plantation forests and respecting local and indigenous 
people were crucial to ensuring reforestation succeeds in cutting carbon and boosting wildlife. 
Earlier research by Crowther’s team calculated that there are currently about 3tn trees in the world, 
which is about half the number that existed before the rise of human civilisation. “We still have a 
net loss of about 10bn trees a year,” Crowther said. 

 ...our response to the article 
It is not every day that I get an article in the Guardian, but on this occasion I did and our letter of 
response was published on July 9th, (although annoyingly omitting the last two sentences):- 
 
As a local climate action group that has planted over a quarter of a million trees over the past 21 
years, we welcome the acknowledgement that tree-planting can play a significant role in tackling 
the climate crisis. However it is (literally!) important to keep our feet on the ground. 
 
Firstly, the total projected cost of 300 billion dollars is based on a price per tree of 24p – we can’t 
even buy trees for that, let alone do the necessary fencing and protection to keep the deer and sheep 
away from them as they grow, and cover other planting costs. 
 
Secondly, Simon Lewis’s point about soils is a vital one. The map of the UK showing potential 
planting areas appears to envisage trees being planted on blanket bogs. These peat bogs are 
Britain’s most significant habitat type due to their global rarity and carbon storage (far in excess of 
our woodlands). Tree-planting on these areas would be totally counterproductive. 
 
Thirdly, planetary-scale landscape plans may look good on paper, but they are unlikely to come to 
fruition without involving local people, and huge cultural change. Realistic (and non-bureaucratic) 
incentives to cover the true costs of increasing tree-cover will be necessary, but they will not be a 
quick fix. 
 
So, yes to trees, but not at the expense of urgent measures to cut carbon dioxide emissions. The 
government currently spends £2.5 billion on export subsidies for UK companies’ fossil fuel projects 
abroad. Reallocating this funding to clean energy and reforestation would be the place to start. 



Join treesponsibility (Climate Action in Calderdale) for a FREE programme of  
residential weekend trainings, plus one day training on working with schools (by 
arrangement). The emphasis will be on inclusive, practical and experiental learning.  
Expect the trainings to be hard work (including physical work outside) but also a 
lot of  fun, and a chance to meet people with a wide experience of  tree-planting 
and running groups.  Accommodation will be in hostels, with delicious veggie food 
provided from Friday evening through to Sunday lunchtime.

You will learn:-
• How to find sites and draw up planting plans
• How to run a tree-planting event with volunteers
• The background practicalities of  setting up a group
• How to work with schools
• How to look after the trees you have planted
• How to include natural flood management techniques on your 

planting sites

Places on the training programme are extremely limited, 
so preference will be given to people who want to attend 
all the trainings, and who plan to be actively involved in 
setting up tree-planting groups.

Re-Tree It! Do you want to set up 
a tree-planting group, but you are 
not sure how to get started?

 INVITE - Integrated Catchment Delivery events 

Interested?  Email treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk or ring 07847 815926

All weekend trainings begin with a shared meal at 7 p.m. on the Friday evening, followed by an 
introductory session from 8 – 9.15 p.m. Please bring  a warm sleeping bag, water proofs, sturdy walking 
boots/footware and sun cream just in case!

15-17th  November:- Site design.  Participants will have an indoor session to learn about what needs to 
be taken into account when drawing up a planting scheme.  They will then visit two sites to get hands-on 
experience of  putting together a planting plan.  The weekend will also cover mapping, risk assessments and 
permissions required, and tips on visiting landowners.    There will be a tree-planting on the Sunday morning.   
Accommodation will be at Blake Dean Scout Hostel, HX7 7AT.

3-5th January. Running a “New Year” Tree-planting at a site near Harrogate with volunteers. Participants 
will learn how to train volunteers in basic tree-planting, how to run a planting event smoothly and safely, 
how to identify small tree saplings without leaves, how  to deliver planting plans and ensure quality control.  
Accommodation will be at Barden Bunk Barn, BD23 6AS.

7th - 9th February.  Running a tree-planting group.  Legal structures, working with existing partnerships, 
fund-raising, finance and record-keeping, social media, and ethical issues.  The weekend will give you a chance to 
meet people from a range of  different tree-planting groups and it will also include practical outdoor sessions on 
long-term maintenance of  planting sites.  Accommodation will be at Hebden Hey Scout Hut, HX7 7AP.

20 - 22nd March. Including Natural Flood Management interventions on planting sites. Site visits and 
“hands on” activity with Slow the Flow Calderdale.  Accommodation will be at Height Gate Camping Barn,  
OL14 6JA.

March and April. Working with primary schools.  This training will take place by arrangement, with a 
maximum of  two people each time.  It is the only event which will not take place on a weekend.  Participants will 
need to arrange a CRB check.  The training will cover issues involved in contacting schools.  Communication 
to children of  the role of  trees in mitigating climate change and adaptation.  Safeguarding.  Links with the 
curriculum.  The training will include a tree-planting with 8-11 year old children.

April or May tbc – a additional weekend could be organised by request,  if  participants feel they have more 
training needs.

All the above trainings will be free, but as treesponsibility has not yet fully covered the costs, DONATIONS 
would be appreciated.  Treesponsibility would also like to thank the Environment Agency , White Rose Forest 
Partnership Community Groups, the Catchment Based Approach National Support Group, and Friends of  the 
Earth who offered financial and practical support, and the Woodland Trust who are providing the trees.

The outputs of  the training programme will be available after the event on the River Restoration Centre website, 
and we also aim to make some You Tube Videos.

Please see these websites for more information about other training opportunities  
Future events: https://www.therrc.co.uk/integrated-catchment-delivery-events-2019 
2017 to 2018 resources: https://www.therrc.co.uk/integrated-catchment-delivery-events-2017-18 
Key workshop: people, farming, floods drought and nature https://www.ciwem.org/events/workshop-integrated-catchment-delivery 

2019 to 2020 Dates



 

Diary Dates 
All dates so far for season 19/20 including schools 

 
Thursday 3rd October 
 

 
St Joseph’s School, Todmorden 
 

 
Tuesday 8th October 
 

 
Old Earth School, Elland 
 

 
Wednesday 9th October 

 
Old Earth School, Elland 
 

 
Wednesday 24th October 

 
Luddenden Foot Academy 
 

 
Thursday 10th October 

 
St. John’s Rishworth 
 

 
Tuesday 15th October 

 
Todmorden Junior School 
 

 
Wednesday 16th October 

 
Ferney Lee School 
 

 
Wednesday 23rd October 

 
Cornholme J&I 
 

 
Saturday 26th November 

 
Private birthday party planting 
 

 
Saturday/Sunday 2-3 November 

 
Planting with Guides 
 

 
15-17th November 

 
TRAINING WEEKEND 
 

 
22nd-24th November 

 
Treesponsibility Autumn Gathering 
2 days tree planting, 2 Nights accommodation at 
Height Gate, Celebration, Great Vegan Food. (£35-
£50 for the residential weekend or free for the day). 
There will be a memorial planting for Dave Brooks 
on Sunday 24th. 

 
20-22nd December 

 
Solstice Planting Weekend 
 

 
3-5th January 

 
TRAINING WEEKEND and New Year’s Tree-planting 
near Harrogate 

 


